This paper presents an experimental evaluation of evolutionary pattern search algorithms (EPSAs). Our experimental evaluation of EPSAs indicates that EPSAs can achieve similar performance to EAs on challenging global optimization problems. Additionally, we describe a stopping rule for EPSAs that reliably terminated them near a stationary point of the objective function. The ability for EPSAs to reliably terminate near stationary points offers a practical advantage over other EAs, which are typically stopped by heuristic stopping rules or simple bounds on the number of iterations. Our experiments also illustrate how the rate of the crossover operator can influence the tradeoff between the number of iterations before termination and the quality of the solution found by an EPSA.
Introduction
Evolutionary pattern search algorithms (EPSAs) are a class of evolutionary algorithms (EAs) that adapt the step size of the mutation operator to guarantee convergence to a stationary point of an objective function, where the gradient is zero, with probability one. Formally, the convergence theory guarantees that for a continuously differentiable function the sequence of best solutions in each generation, {zz}, has the property that where of(.) is the gradient of f at z. Hart [6, 51 proves this convergence theory by demonstrating that EPSAs can be cast as stochastic versions of pattern search methods, which have recently been shown to have a weak stationary point convergence theory [13] . This result can be extended to prove convergence on continuous nondifferentiable functions, where the limit points of an EPSA include points where the gradient does not exist or where the gradient is not continuous [6] .
While EAs are typically described as methods for global optimization, this convergence analysis does not guarantee that the global optimum is found. However, the constraints imposed on EPSAs to ensure converge to a stationary point provide insight into the requirements needed to converge to a global optimum. For example, the convergence analysis of pattern search methods highlights the fact that the rate of convergence of EPSAs is likely to decrease as the dimension of the problem increases [13] . This analysis also demonstrates that a poor choice of the scale and orientation of the search steps taken by an EA can adversely affect its performance.' Proofs that EAs converge to a global optimum typically rely in weaker analyses like the Borel-Cantelli lemma, which fail to provide insights like this about the factors that influence the behavior of these algorithms.
Aside from theoretical considerations, experience with pattern search algorithms suggests that EPSAs can be successfully applied to a wide range of optimization problems [12, 7, 141. For example, Meza and Martinez [7] have successfully applied a pattern search method, parallel directed search, to the global optimization of the conformational energy of a simple chain molecule. Their comparison of parallel directed search to a genetic algorithm and simulated annealing algorithm indicates that parallel directed search can be equally effective at performing global optimization for this problem.
We present an experimental comparison between EPSAs and EAs that confirms that EPSAs and EAs find equally good solutions on several standard global optimization test functions. Furthermore, we describe a stopping rule for EPSAs that reliably terminates when the best solution found is in the neighborhood of a stationary point. Because of the constrained manner in which EPSAs adapt the mutation operator's step length, this stopping rule provides a greater confidence that the algorithm has converged to a minimum than stopping rules that terminate an EA when the distribution of solutions in a population has converged to a small neighborhood of the search space.
We also consider how the choice of the mutation operator can influence the expected number of iterations between updates to the mutation operator's step length. This analysis suggests that EPSAs using mutation operators based on a multinomial selection of the mutation point will converge more quickly than EPSAs using mutation operators based on 'This type of performance degradation is not limited to pattern search algorithms. The empirical results in Salamon [lo] coroborate that EAs can exhibit a performance degradation when a simple coordinate rotation is applied to some standard test functions. a binomial selection of the mutation point(s). This analysis also incorporates the effect of crossover on the expected number of iterations between updates, which are consistent with our experimental data.
Evolutionary Pattern Search Algorithms
This section reviews the definition of EPSAs given in Hart [5] , which extends the definition of EPSAs in Hart [6] . The definition of EPSAs is motivated by the similarity between between EAs and pattern search methods. Pattern search methods use an exploratory moves algorithm to conduct a series of exploratory moves about the current iterate before identifying a new iterate. These moves can be viewed as a search about the current iterate for a trial point with a lower function value. Exploratory moves are generated by the exploratory moves algorithm using a pattern matrix which is constrained to contain a set of 2n columns of the form [-M MI, where M is a nonsingular matrix in Znxn, which define the basic steps of the pattern search method.2 The stochastic pattern search methods described in Hart [5] use an exploratory moves algorithm that is only probablistically guaranteed to terminate. To ensure convergence, the probability of selecting each of the basic steps is bounded below by v > 0.
The design of EPSAs incorporates restrictions which enable EPSAs to be cast as stochastic pattern search methods. This correspondence is established by viewing the best individual in each generation of an EPSA as the current iterate. The vectors in the pattern matrix correspond to the vectors from the best individual to each of the possible individuals that can be generated from the current population. Figure 1 shows the pseudo code describing EPSAs. Each iteration of the loop indexed by h corresponds to an iteration of an exploratory moves algorithm for a stochastic pattern search algorithm. The restriction on the replacement strategy ensures that the best individual found is kept for further processing.
The crossover operator generates individuals using coordinate-wise swaps, and the mutation operator adds a discrete random variable to a dimension of an individual, which may assume values {ztal,. . . , fam), a i E Q and oi > ~1 = 1. Let 5 be probability that a mutation with value fl is generated. Let e; be the standard unit vector in the i-th dimension. Let q E (0, 1}2n be a counter that indicates whether the 2n vectors &talea have been examined. The contraction factor is 6 = 1/a and the expansion factor is XI , E (1, a), a E 2.
Algorithmic Design
The abstract definition of EPSAs provides a lot of flexibility for the different implementations of these algorithms. This section discusses two algorithmic issues that affect the number of iterations required by an EPSA: (1) the mutation operator and (2) the stopping rule.
Mutation Operators
The following lemma bounds the expected length of time spent by the exploratory moves algorithm of a stochastic pattern search method. Because of the correspondence between EPSAs and stochastic pattern search, this lemma bounds the expected length of time spent in the inner loop of an EPSA. Recall that the probability of selecting each of the 2n trial steps is greater than or equal to v > 0. If the mutation z: + Akole; is generated, then qi = 1
Else, if the mutation z4 -Akalei is generated, then
Compute the fitness of each individual and reorder such that z i 5 zf,Vi
Perform replacement with an elitist replacement policy which guarantees that the individual with the smallest fitness value among the previous population and the newly generated individuals is included in the next generation. 
Proof. Consider each iteration of the exploratory moves algorithm as a sample with replacement from a set of exploratory moves. In the worst case, the exploratory moves algorithm terminates when all of the basic steps have been sampled. Let Sk,2n be the number of samples until k of the 2n elements are sampled, and let Xk,2" = Sk,an -S k -1~~. X k , 2 n -1 is the number of elements sampled between the (k -1)th new basic step and the kth new basic step. This value is geometrically distributed with In general, it is not possible to determine the value of u , even if the mutation and crossover rates are provided. The reason is that selection mechanism can greatly influence the probability that the best individual in the population is selected. However, for rank selection the value of u is easily computed.
Let ~i be the rank of the ith individual in the population, such that the best rank is 0 and the worst rank is P -1, where P is the population size. Linear ranking [4] assigns a probability of selection to an individual xi according to the equation
P where 1 5 C 5 2. It follows that the probability of selecting the best individual in a population is at least C / P (it could be greater if multiple copies of the best individual exist).
We use rank selection to consider the effects of two different discrete mutation operators. The binomial mutation operator is the analogue of the mutation operator commonly used in binary GAS. The probability of mutating a given dimension is p, and given that a mutation occurs the probability of mutating by a particular value uj is 1/(2m), where m is the number of different mutation offsets. The multinomial mutation operator mutates an individual with probability p. Given that mutation occurs the dimension mutated is selected with probability 1 / n and the probability of mutating by uj is 1/(2m). Multinomial mutation is introduced here because it has a much higher probability of generating singleton mutations that are used by EPSAs to control the step length parameter.
For EPSAs using binomial mutation, the probability of generating each basic step is C / P times the probability that crossover is not applied and mutation generates a basic step, or crossover is applied and the individuals selected to perform crossover are both best individual in the population:
Similarly, the probability that multinomial mutation generates a basic step is
The following corollary applies Lemma 1 to bound the length of the exploratory moves for EPSAs that use these mutation operators. 
Let ,ub be the mutation rate used for binomial mutation, and let pm be the mutation rate used for multinomial mutation. The bound on the expected length of the exploratory moves algorithm will be shorter for EPSAs using binomial mutation if n Pb(1 -Pm < -.
1
If , %b = /.Lm, this implies that pm = Pb < 1 -n-l/(n-l). Even for moderately large n, the expected length of the exploratory moves algorithm for EPSAs using binomial mutation will be shorter. Intuitively, the reason for this is that the expected number of mutations per individual is pbn for binomial mutation but only ,urn. for multinomial mutation. If we equalize the expected number of mutations, then the expected length of the exploratory moves algorithm will always be shorter for EPSAs using multinomial mutation.
Stopping Rules
The proof of convergence for EPSAs relies soley on the properties of the mutation operator. However, the constrained nature of the exploratory moves should make stopping rules for EPSAs applicable in practice. Torczon [ll] discusses a number of stopping rules for direct search methods that might be applicable to EPSAs. These stopping rules cannot guarantee that the algorithm is terminated at a stationary point because the gradient is not available and is not explicitly estimated. Instead, these stopping rules measure whether the algorithm has "ground to a halt," either because it has stalled or converged.
The stopping rules discussed by Torczon [ll] are applied to direct search methods for which all points in the simplex of possible new points are examined. In generalized pattern search methods, the stopping rule is checked when the exploratory moves algorithm fails to find an improving search direction. At this point, we are only guaranteed to have examined the basic steps. Consequently, the simplex used to evaluate the stopping rule for pattern search methods is simply the simplex of basic steps.
Let vi,. . . , vfn be the 2n basic steps in a pattern search algorithm at time t , such that f(v4) 5 f(v:) for all i. The stopping rule recommended by Torczon [ll] terminates the algorithm when where S = max (1, IvII). The division by 6 makes this stopping rule terminate based on the relative change of the step lengths. Dennis and Schnabel [a] note that this this type of stopping rule may be satisfactory if the change in the step lengths is greater than one, but will be unsatisfactory if the change in the step lengths is always much smaller than 1. Consequently, we use S = max (6, Iv41) for some suitably small value of c. Dennis and Schnabel [a] suggest a guideline for choosing the value of the step tolerance E: if p significant digits are desired, then set E to 10-P.
For EPSAs, max1<i<zn --1: ? I -vj 1 5 2Ak, so it suffices to stop when which is essentially a stopping rule based on the value of the step length Ah.
Experimental Evaluation
The experiments described in this section offer some preliminary evidence about the performance of EPSAs. These experiments address a number of practical questions concerning the application of EPSAs: 0 How important is an adaptive step size? If EAs using fixed step lengths perform as well as EPSAs, then there may be little need for the machinery needed to adapt the step length.
0 What is the effect of the rate of crossover on the total cost of EPSAs? Our analysis in Section 3.1 enables us to bound the expected cost of the inner loop of EPSAs, which is one factor of the total cost. Other factors such as the rate of convergence are related to the role of crossover in EAs. This question also addresses the ability of the stopping rule t o terminate in the presence of crossover steps. Since the stopping rule depends upon the fitness landscape with respect to mutation steps, it is not clear whether or not the stopping rule would be less useful for EPSAs using crossover. These functions are highly multimodal, and they all have a minimum energy of 0 at 5 = 0.
To normalize the effects of mutation, the vectors were scaled by a constant factor to make the search domain for each dimension of these functions [-loo, 100.0]. Similarly, these problems were tested for n = 10 to normalize the effects of the dimension on the performance of the EAs.
The EA used in the experiments is a real-coded GA that uses a binomial mutation operator that adds a normally distributed random deviate to the dimensions of an individual that are mutated. The EPSA used in the experiments initializes individuals by discretizing the range of each dimension into lo5 values. A multinomial mutation operator is used to add a value of Ak or -& to a dimension of an individual. The mutation rate of the EPSA was 1.0, and the mutation rate of the EA was 0.1, so the expected number of mutations per solution was the same for both algorithms. The initial step length used in the experiments is A, = 20. The contraction factor is 0 = 1/2 and the step length is not expanded. The
In all experiments, the EPSA and EAs use a population size of 100 and results are averaged over 30 different seeds for the random number generator. Linear rank selection is used to select individuals for recombination and mutation. Elitist replacement is used to ensure that the best individual seen is kept in subsequent populations. Efforts were made to reduce the total number of function evaluations by keeping track of individuals that were generated from identical parents and individuals that were simply copied to the next population (e.g. the elitist individual). Furthermore, efforts were made to determine whether there were multiple copies of the best individual in a given population, which was used to accelerate the collection of statistics that were used by EPSA to modify the step length.
is used by the stopping rule, and the threshold is E =
Effects of Adaptive Step Sizes
This experiment compares the performance of the EPSA to the performance of EAs that use a fixed step length for the mutation operator. Fixed step lengths of 1.0,lO.O and 20.0 were used, and comparisons were made with no crossover and high crossover probabilities. Table 1 summarizes the final performance of the EPSA and EAs. When x = 0.0, the EAs were terminated after 250000, 100000 and 100000 function evaluations for Ackley, Griewank and Rastrigin's function respectively. When x = 0.8, the EAs were terminated after 850000, 400000 and 400000 function evaluations respectively. These bounds on the number of function evaluations are an upper bound on the average number of function evaluations used by the EPSA averaged over the 30 trials. These results suggest that there is a best fixed step size for the EAs. However, it is clear that the adaptation of step sizes by the EPSA allows it to find better solutions.
Effects of Crossover
Our analysis in Section 3.1 enables us to bound the expected cost of each outer iteration of EPSAs, which is one factor of the total cost. Specifically, this analysis predicts that in the worst case, a crossover rate of x will multiply the number of iterations used by the EPSA by a factor of approximately 1/(1-x). This analysis does not incorporate the effects that crossover may have on the convergence rate of the EPSA, since it is a worst case analysis. Table 2 compares the performance of the EPSA when crossover is not used x = 0.0, and when crossover is used frequently, x = 0.8. For this experiment, the analysis predicts that the EPSA using crossover will require on average five times as many generations (calls to the exploratory moves algorithm) as the EPSA that does not use crossover. For the Rastrigin function, the ratio between the average number of function evaluations used by the EPSAs is remarkably close to this prediction, which suggests that introducing crossover does not accelerate the EPSA's convergence to a solution. Conversely, for the Ackley and Griewank functions, the ratio is less than five. In both cases, the use of crossover improves the average performance of the EPSAs. The use of a stopping rule to terminate the EPSAs clarifies the relationship between the time spent searching and the quality of the solution found. The EPSAs using crossover find better solutions at the expense of additional function evaluations.
EPSAs vs EAs
This experiment compares the performance of the EPSA with and without crossover to the performance of the EA, with and without crossover. The EAs were terminated after the same number of function evaluations used in Section 4.1. Table 3 summarizes the results of this experiment.
These results indicate that the relative performance of EAs and EPSAs depends upon the objective function that is minimized as well as the standard deviation of the mutation operator used by the EA. None of the three algorithms compared in this experiment is clearly superior to the others. Furthermore, in all cases the performance of the EPSA is reasonably close to the performance of the best of the three algorithms.
Although an analysis of the search dynamics of these algorithms is beyond the scope of this paper, we offer the following explanation for their relative performance on these problems. continue to find improving solutions while the performance of the EAs plateaus. This suggests that the EPSA's ability to guarantee improving steps through the constrained reduction of the step length plays an important role for this function.
Ackley
Griewank The rate of convergence shows that the EAs with standard deviation of 1.0 quickly identified solutions with values below 1.0 (despiter their small step size) and continued to refine them (albeit slowly). The EPSAs were also able to find solutions with low values, but their performance plateaus and they converge to nonoptimal minima near the global optima. Since there are many minima around the global minima that all have similar values, we think that the variable nature of the EA'S mutation operator allows it to continue to make progress by jumping to neighboring minima, thereby continuing to make progress even if it's population has converged to a small neighborhood.
Rastrigin With the exception of the EAs with standard deviation 20.0, all of the algorithms plateau at nonoptimal minima. Rastrigin has fewer minima than the Griewank function, that are correspondingly wider. The comparison between the EAs with standard deviation 1.0 and 20.0 indicate that having a large step size is crucial to locating the global optimum, perhaps because it allows the EA to jump from minima to minima. This would also explain why the EAs with standard deviation 20.0 outperform the EPSAs, which get trapped in nonoptimal minima.
Efficacy of the Stopping Rule
To evaluate the efficacy the stopping rules, I refined the final solutions from the optimization trials generated by the EPSA with no crossover. The final solutions were minimized using conjugate gradient [9] , a gradient-based optimization method. The refined solutions were compared to the final solutions generated by the EPSA. In all cases, the final solutions were within the epsilon tolerance of the local optima.
Discussion
Our experimental evaluation of EPSAs indicates that EPSAs can achieve similar performance to EAs on challenging global optimization problems. No algorithmic configuration of the EPSA and EAs was clearly superior in our experiments, which suggests that EPSAs should be considered for optimization problems on R". In fact, the ability for EPSAs to reliably terminate near stationary points offers a practical advantage over other EAs, which are typically stopped by a bound on the number of iterations that is specified by the user.
The fact that EPSAs can perform as well as EAs perhaps surprising since EPSAs cannot in general perform a global optimization of an objective function. Instead, EPSAs are better described as nonZocaZ optimizers since they perform nonlocal search through the use of the crossover operator and the stochastic competition between disparate solutions. This raises the question of whether EAs are better described as global or nonlocal optimizers. Although global convergence for many EAs can be shown using the Borel-Cantelli lemma, once a population has converged to a subregion the expected time needed to search all neighborhoods outside of that subregion is so long that for all practical purposes the EA no longer performs a global search. Although further study is needed to resolve this question, experience with the CHC algorithm [3] suggests that treating EAs as nonlocal optimizers can be advantageous. The CHC algorithm uses an EA that cannot in general perform a global optimization since it does not include a mutation operator, but Eschelman [3] demonstrates that the randomized restart mechanism used by CHC allows it to apply the EA multiple times t o perform global optimization more effectively than traditional GAS.
The experiments we have described can be extended in a number of ways to provide a more complete analysis of EPSAs. First, a greater variety of test functions need to be considered to provide a careful characterization of the relative performance of EPSA and EAs. Second, other stopping rules need to be evaluated for EPSAs. In particular, it would be useful t o try and utilize the information generated by the crossover steps to terminate the algorithm, especially when the population appears to have converged. Also, it is important to consider other stopping rules which include the measure of the relative change in the objective function as well as the magnitude of the step length. Next, an experimental comparison of the effects of different types of mutation operators on the EPSA's performance is needed to confirm the analysis is Section 3.1. Additionally, a further analysis of mutation is needed to determine what an appropriate rate of mutation is for EPSAs. The effects of the problem dimension on the performance of EPSAs also need to be considered. Although the analysis in Torczon [13] indicates that the rate of convergence in EPSAs will slow with increasing dimension, it is unclear whether the relative rates of EPSA and EAs will remain the same. Finally, although the convergence analysis in Hart [5] allows the step lengths t o expand, our experiments have used EPSAs that only decrease the step length. It remains to determine what is a good way of controlling the balance between increasing and decreasing the step length. Preliminary experiments have shown that increases in the step length should be tied to improvements due to points that are generated by mutation alone [5] .
